
Genius 2431 

Chapter 2431 2436-Crimson Flame! 

The violent Qi spread out in all directions, forming a series of shock waves that bombarded the 

surrounding walls, leaving white marks. 

After the huge flaming palm and the black sword Qi collided, both of them were defeated after a while. 

At the same time, a red-robed young man stepped out, his eyes flashing with displeasure. 

Being blocked by an early Immortal King really made him unhappy and surprised at the same time. 

"You're from the fire sky World? No wonder they suddenly attacked me. Only the people of the Fire 

heaven realm and the Shadow Realm would do such a thing!" 

Ye chen sneered coldly and sneered. 

He was right. So far, he had only offended people from these two worlds. 

"Immortal stones! Those immortal stones are mine! Hand them over!" 

The red-robed youth said coldly. 

In his opinion, those celestial stones were his and not ye chen 's. 

"Immortal stones? Hand it over? What a joke! Are the people of the Fire sky Realm all stupid?" 

Ye chen sneered. With a wave of his hand, he put all the celestial stones in the treasure chest into his 

storage ring. 

Seeing this, the red-robed young man's eyes turned cold, and his face turned gloomy. 

"Do you know who I am? I'm Huo chiyan, the eighth heaven's favorite from the first era of the fire 

heaven realm!" 

Huo chiyan said in a cold voice, his eyes flashing with cold killing intent. 

Hiss ... Hiss ... 

Everyone present could not help but gasp. He was the eighth-ranked genius of the first era. He was 

destined to become an immortal in the future. 

A genius like this had actually appeared here. 

Huo chiyan's reputation was obviously very famous. Those people around immediately came to his side, 

as if they were going to fight for him. 

"So it's young master Huo chiyan. Since it's you, we have to do something." 

Someone said with a sneer. 

"It's our honor to be able to work for young master Huo chiyan. " 
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Some people fixed their eyes on ye chen. If they could kill ye chen and follow Huo chiyan in the future, 

they would be able to soar. 

It was known that once a heaven's pride expert like Huo chiyan became powerful, it was basically 

impossible to kill him. When he became an immortal God or even higher in the future, these people 

would make a fortune. 

Therefore, they were now going to attack ye chen for Huo chiyan. 

They had never seen ye chen defeat Huo mie Tian and Skyblade, so they were very confident. 

"I'll go first!" 

BOOM! 

One of the white-robed young men was a prodigy from the world of ten thousand laws. He stepped 

forward with a cold look in his eyes as if he was determined to kill ye chen. 

"People from the world of ten thousand laws? Very good!" 

Ye Chen's face turned cold. Since the people from the world of ten thousand laws wanted to die, he did 

not mind granting their wish. 

"Attack!" 

The white-robed young man roared, and a white weapon's shadow condensed in front of him. Whoosh, 

whoosh, Whoosh! 

Many white weapon phantoms also condensed in the sky. Like an endless rain of weapons, they fell 

from the sky with terrifying power. 

The white-robed young man's cultivation base was at the late-stage Immortal King realm. His combat 

strength was not much weaker than Jia Luo 's. That was why he was so confident that he could easily 

defeat ye chen. 

After all, in their opinion, ye chen was just an ordinary early-stage Immortal King. Even if he was a 

prodigy, it was impossible for him to cross two realms and fight the white-robed young man. 

"First slash!" 

Ye chen waved his hand and a black sword Qi burst out. It grew to tens of thousands of feet long and 

shattered all the weapon phantoms with a crash. 

"What?" 

Everyone was shocked. 

An early Immortal King had actually been able to break the white-robed youth's attack so easily. This 

was really unreasonable. 

"You, you're pretending to be a pig to eat a Tiger!?" 

The white-robed youth shouted in shock. 



He had never expected ye chen, who he could kill at will, to be so powerful. 

"You just found out? since you know, I'll send you on your way!" 

Ye chen sneered and waved his hand! 

A black sword Qi instantly condensed and formed. It was hundreds of thousands of feet long. No matter 

how spacious the secret chamber was, it was completely filled. 

"Ah!" 

"Ah!" A scream was heard. Before the white-robed young man could react, his body was hit by the 

explosion as if he had been hit by a Cannonball. He exploded on the spot and died. 

He couldn't be more dead. 

Since he wanted to kill ye chen for Huo chiyan, the only outcome was death. 

"Damn it, you're pretending to be a pig to eat a Tiger!" 

"Damned brat!" 

The crowd shouted in shock. The white-robed young man's combat strength was not much weaker than 

a heaven's pride expert like Jia Luo. He was considered relatively strong among them. 

However, in front of ye chen, they could not even withstand a single move. 

It could be said that ye Chen's combat strength was extremely powerful. 

"Hmph, I'll have to do it myself!" 

Huo chiyan snorted. 

BOOM! 

He suddenly took a step forward, and the ground shook violently, as if a magnitude 12 earthquake had 

occurred. 

Pfft, pfft, pfft! 

One flame spear after another burst out of the ground and shot upward, trying to stab ye chen to death. 

The speed of these flame Spears was so fast that even a peak Immortal King expert wouldn't be able to 

react in time. 

p As the eighth-ranked heaven's favorite from the first era of the fire sky Realm, he was much stronger 

than Huo mietian in terms of combat power. 

Just this move alone made ye chen feel great pressure. 

"Yuan Tian divine sword, the fourth sword!" 

Nine rays of sword Qi condensed behind ye Chen's back and combined into one. In an instant, it turned 

into a huge white sword Qi. 



The next moment, ye Chen's figure flashed and appeared in the sky. He dodged a few attacks from the 

flame Spears. At the same time, the White sword Qi headed in the direction of Huo chiyan. 

"Fire shield!" 

Huo chiyan growled and a huge flame shield appeared in front of him, blocking the White sword Qi. 

What a strong defense. 

Ye chen was a little surprised. Most people would only be able to Dodge when faced with his Yuan Tian 

divine sword's fourth strike because the power of this strike was slightly stronger than the first strike of 

the three divine slashes. 

The fact that the other party was able to take it head on showed that his abilities were indeed 

extraordinary. 

"Close!" 

Huo chiyan roared. The flame Spears flying in the air seemed to have been installed with a tracking 

system. They flew over again and combined into a particularly powerful flame spear, trying to penetrate 

ye chen. 

He had to admit that Huo chiyan was very powerful. He was much more terrifying than Huo miantian 

and Skyblade. 

If ye chen had not used the celestial sword's third slash, he would not have been a match at all and 

would have been killed. 

But now ... 

"Divine sword's third slash, second slash!" 

As soon as ye Chen's voice fell, a black sword Qi, several times larger than before, collided with the 

flame spear. 

BOOM! 

The terrifying storm swept in all directions. Huo chiyan's body flew backward while ye Chen's body 

swayed but still remained motionless. 

Chapter 2432 People From The Shadow Realm! 

"What? how is that possible ..." 

Huo chiyan showed a look of disbelief, he was shocked and shouted. 

How was that possible? 

His all-out attack had been blocked by ye chen. Moreover, ye chen had stood still in the same place 

while he had been sent flying. 

In other words, he was not as strong as ye chen? 

But how was that possible? How could an early Immortal King be stronger than him? 
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This was simply unreasonable. 

No matter how strong an early Immortal King was, it was reasonable to say that he was no match for 

Huo chiyan. Huo chiyan had once encountered an early Immortal King peerless heaven's favorite and he 

had killed him easily. 

One had to know that in the immortal King realm, the gap between each stage was huge, not to mention 

the gap of three stages between him and the peak of the immortal King realm. 

The difference between the three minor realms could be said to be like heaven and earth. 

However, ye chen was stronger than him. 

For a moment, he could not believe that this was the truth. 

This was simply too unbelievable. 

"Are you surprised? Huo mietian is also surprised!" 

Ye chen said coldly. 

When Huo mie Tian and Skyblade had joined forces, he had stopped them all by himself. It was indeed 

as shocking as this. 

"You mean you've killed Huo mietian?" 

Huo chiyan's face suddenly became extremely ugly, and he roared. 

Huo mietian, the peerless genius of the fire heaven realm, was killed just like that? 

It was such a pity. 

Huo mie Tian's potential was enough for him to become an immortal God, and the fire heaven realm 

would have another immortal God patriarch. 

However, such a prodigy had been killed by ye chen? 

"Almost!" 

Ye chen sneered. Both of Huo mietian's arms had been chopped off. If he wanted to recover in the 

future, it would probably consume a lot of vitality. By the time he recovered, his potential would have 

been exhausted. 

A peerless heaven's favorite like him was usually invincible all the way up and had almost never suffered 

any setbacks. If he was seriously injured all of a sudden, his potential would be exhausted. 

"You, you killed Huo mietian! You deserve to die!" 

Huo chiyan immediately remembered that he was not ye Chen's match either. His expression changed 

and he immediately turned into a flame and fled into the distance. 

"You want to escape?" 



Ye chen waved his hand and a black sword Qi burst out. It instantly expanded and enveloped the fiery 

Scarlet Flame. 

BOOM! 

With a loud bang, the flame spear around Huo chiyan finally broke the black sword Qi, but he himself 

spat out a large mouthful of blood. 

"Ye chen, I won't let you off ..." 

Huo chiyan roared and sped up. The speed of his flame skyrocketed. Apparently, he had activated some 

life secret skill and had to pay the price of his blood essence. 

In an instant, Huo chiyan's speed increased several times. 

At this speed, ye chen would not be able to catch up. 

The fiery Scarlet Flame finally disappeared into the distance. 

At this moment, the others were so scared that they almost peed their pants. 

How could ye Chen's combat power be so strong? 

"You guys, get lost!" 

Ye chen could not be bothered to attack the others. With a cold snort, he soared into the sky and 

explored other places. 

Soon, he came to a few other secret rooms and found many celestial stones. Ye chen naturally took 

them all. 

In a secret room. 

Ye chen rushed in. 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's eyes swept around and found that there were many people fighting with enemies in front of 

him. These enemies were actually mystical beasts and mystical wolves. 

This kind of demonic Wolf was emitting blood-red light all over its body. It was very terrifying and even 

killed some late immortal kings. 

Naturally, not a single corpse was left behind. It was dismembered and devoured by the demonic beasts. 

Ah, ah, ah! 

Screams came from the distance. Many more people were killed by the blood Wolves. 

"Let's attack together! Let's work together to deal with these Blood Wolves!" 

"Let's work together. We have to work together. Otherwise, these Blood Wolves are too strong. We 

can't fight them alone!" 

"As long as we kill these Blood Wolves, the treasures in the secret chamber will be ours. Kill!" 



"Kill all these Blood Wolves!" 

The crowd roared, and for a moment, countless sword lights and saber lights attacked, clashing with the 

blood Wolves. 

However, it was useless. 

Those Blood Wolves were too powerful. 

A single Blood Wolf pounced like a bolt of lightning and killed an intermediate Immortal King. A blood-

curdling scream rang out as the man's body was torn apart and he died on the spot. 

His blood essence was being devoured by the blood Wolf, and its strength was skyrocketing. 

"Roar!" 

At this time, the blood Wolves howled and pounced at ye chen who was standing in place. 

Naturally, they had set ye chen as their target. 

"Get lost!" 

Ye chen threw a punch. The violent force of the punch sent a few Blood Wolves flying. 

With his current strength, he could fight a peak-stage Immortal King expert without using the three 

slashes of the godly sword. Although these Blood Wolves were powerful, each of them should only be 

equivalent to a late-stage Immortal King. 

However, these Blood Wolves won in their numbers, which were in the hundreds. 

A punch sent a few Blood Wolves flying. In the blink of an eye, a few more Blood Wolves pounced at 

them at an extremely fast speed. Each of them had the strength of a late Immortal King. With so many 

Blood Wolves, many people had already been killed. 

"Die!" 

Ye Chen's eyes widened. Black sword Qi shot out and cut off the heads of the blood Wolves, killing 

them. 

With ye Chen's current strength, ordinary peak immortal kings were no different from melons and 

vegetables in front of him, let alone these Blood Wolves. 

In just one move, ye chen had killed dozens of Blood Wolves. 

Moreover, ye chen did not even use much strength. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

At this moment, black figures appeared around ye chen and surrounded him. Each of them was filled 

with killing intent and their eyes flashed with killing intent. It was as if they would attack at any moment. 

"People from the Shadow Realm?" 



Ye Chen's gaze swept over them and discovered that these people's auras were exactly the same as 

those from the Shadow Realm. It was obvious that these people were from the Shadow Realm. 

The weakest among them was a late-stage Immortal King, while the strongest were at the peak of the 

immortal King realm. 

Very clearly, these people were all peerless geniuses of the Shadow Realm, existences that could 

practically be ranked in the top ten. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, do you know how much your head is worth? Your life is mine!" 

"Hahaha ..." At this moment, a loud laugh could be heard as a black-robed young man tore through 

space and appeared in front of them. 

At the same time, ye chen felt a strong sense of danger from this person and could not help but have his 

hair stand on end. 

This person's strength was definitely very strong and terrifying. 

It was far above Skyblade 's. 

"As long as I kill you, I'll get a King-level immortal Meridian. Hehehe, your life is mine!" 

The black-robed young man sneered and raised his hand. 

BOOM! 

A huge black palm descended from the sky like a star. 

Chapter 2433 The Three Great Paragons! 

A giant dark palm descended from the sky like a huge star. The terrifying pressure shook the world and 

even the space trembled violently. 

At the same time, the speed of the palm print was extremely fast. It fell in the blink of an eye at an 

unbelievable speed. 

The power of this palm far exceeded Skyblade's eye blade. It was too powerful. 

Even ten ordinary peak-stage immortal kings would be crushed instantly. 

"It's the Prince of Darkness, mo Luo!" 

"Oh my God, it's actually him?" 

"The Shadow Realm's first era, ranked eighth!" 

"Hiss hiss hiss ... My God, he's ranked eighth? Doesn't that mean that this person's strength is 

comparable to the third stage of the peak of the immortal King realm and has just entered the immortal 

Dao?" 

"That's right, this is the real weakest immortal God!" 

Everyone was shocked and shouted. 
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To say that Skyblade was the weakest immortal God was merely a compliment. 

In fact, only those who had reached the third stage of the peak of the immortal King realm, which was 

the initial control of the immortal Dao domain, could be considered as the weakest immortal God. 

Without an immortal Dao domain, he would be too weak. 

Why were Immortals and gods so powerful? This was because Immortals and gods had complete control 

over their immortal Dao domain and powerful immortal energy. 

The immortal Dao domain was the foundation. 

Once the immortal Dao domain was released, even immortal kings would be slaughtered. 

"What a powerful palm! I'm afraid that this person's strength is far above Skyblade 's!" 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed when he felt the power of this palm. The power of this palm was even stronger 

than the attack of Skyblade. 

Moreover, it also contained a strange pressure. Obviously, it was the early stage of the immortal Dao 

domain. 

With ye Chen's current celestial energy, simple laws could not do anything to him. It was like a breeze 

blowing on his face. 

However, this immortal Dao domain, even if it was only at the initial level, could affect him. 

"Let's see how strong it is!" 

Ye chen roared,"divine sword's third slash!" 

The second slash was unleashed! 

A black sword light, hundreds of thousands of feet long, as if to split the world in half, was slashed out 

vertically. 

BOOM! 

A loud boom caused everyone's expression to change. They all spat out blood and their bodies shook 

violently as they were sent flying backward. 

"He blocked it?" 

Someone shouted in shock. 

"He really blocked it?" 

Some people also realized that the black sword light had successfully cut open the giant palm in the air. 

"Terrifying. Seems like this person is also a Supreme genius from a certain world. Let's retreat to avoid 

being affected by their battle." 

Someone roared and retreated backward. 



With their cultivation, they were not considered weak, but if they stayed here, not only would they be 

attacked by the blood Wolves, but they would also be affected by the battle. 

Compared to the commotion caused by the battle between ye chen and the blood Wolf, the blood 

Wolf's attack did not seem as dangerous. 

"What?" 

The black-robed young man's expression changed when ye chen blocked his attack. 

Shua! 

At this moment, another figure appeared out of thin air. A terrifying pressure spread out. In terms of 

pressure, it was not any weaker than the black-robed young man. 

This figure was covered in flames, like a fire god. He stared at ye chen indifferently. 

"It's the seventh ranked Fire Star from the first era of the fire heaven world!" 

Someone shouted in shock. 

"Heavens, there are actually two heaven's favorites who want to deal with that person? What's the 

background of that person?" 

Someone exclaimed in disbelief. 

Two geniuses were fighting against one person. 

This was truly shocking. 

"Let's join forces and deal with him together. " 

Huo Xing Chen looked at the black-robed mo Luo and coldly said. 

"Hmph, you don't need to do anything. I alone am enough." 

Mo Luo was extremely displeased. If ye Chen's life was taken away, then his King-grade immortal 

Meridian would be worth half of the returning fire Star. 

"Make your move." 

Huo Xingchen was about to attack. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Right at this moment, a series of rumbling sounds rang out, reverberating through the entire world. 

Streams of light flew out from the depths of the secret chamber at an extremely fast speed. Everyone's 

expression changed, and they couldn't help but shout. 

"A treasure left behind by an immortal God!" 

"That pressure ... I can't be wrong. It must be a treasure left behind by an immortal God!" 



"Snatch, snatch, snatch! No wonder there are so many Blood Wolves guarding this place. Hehe, the 

treasure is mine!" 

For a moment, everyone made their moves. All kinds of methods were used against the flowing lights in 

the sky. 

"Immortal God treasures." 

Mo Luo's expression changed, becoming extremely greedy, his eyes gleaming. 

"Get over here!" 

Huo Xing Chen didn't say a word and immediately attacked. 

BOOM! 

A huge flaming palm appeared out of thin air and grabbed one of the immortal God treasures, pulling it 

back. 

Then, he discovered that a huge force was moving crazily. Huo Xing Chen's expression changed. What 

was going on? 

"These immortal God treasures still carry the spirituality of their master. They're not that easy to 

subdue." 

Ye chen could tell that these treasures were extraordinary. However, even so, he had to make a move. 

Whoosh! 

A black sword light shot toward the fire star. 

Huo Xingchen roared and was forced to give up the immortal God treasure. He turned to activate a 

flaming palm and collided with the black sword light. 

BOOM! 

The two of them were sent flying. 

"Damn it, ye chen!" 

The fire star roared. 

"Hmph, you want to obtain a treasure to deal with me? what a delusional dream." 

Ye chen sneered. 

"Oh? If that's the case, what if I'm added?" 

All of a sudden, another figure appeared. This figure exuded a vast pressure and was draped in colorful 

lights. It was a person from the world of ten thousand laws. 

"This is ... The seventh-ranked genius from the first era of the world of ten thousand laws, Wan 

Wushuang!" 

The crowd stuttered. 



They could tell that the three great prodigies had appeared to deal with ye chen alone. 

What did ye chen do to deserve the attention of so many heaven's favorites? 

It was too terrifying. 

"Let's attack together. No one else can take away the celestial treasures anyway. Let's kill ye chen 

together and get the reward first. " 

Wan Wushuang said. 

"Yes, that's the only way." 

"Attack!" 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Three consecutive terrifying attacks were condensed in an instant and exploded in ye Chen's direction. 

The space was blown apart. 

Ye Chen's expression changed. With a loud roar, a black sword ray rushed out and collided with the 

three attacks. 

However, this time, the black sword light was instantly destroyed. 

Pfft! 

After ye chen was struck, his body shook violently and he spat out a large mouthful of blood. He was no 

match for the three great prodigies. 

Each of them was at the third stage of peak Immortal King realm. It would be a joke if they were to use 

them against an early Immortal King like him. 

However, it was completely worth it for the reward. 

"He's trying to escape!" 

Wan Wushuang roared when he saw ye chen turn into rays of light and leave. 

Chapter 2434 Shadow Realm Assassin! 

Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom! 

One after another, terrifying attacks fell from the sky like endless stars, trying to crush ye chen into a 

pulp. 

However, ye Chen's movement technique was simply too fast. In the face of such a powerful attack, his 

figure flashed repeatedly and he perfectly avoided these attacks, allowing them to land in the void. 

BOOM! 

A series of terrifying explosions erupted. Many people couldn't withstand the pressure and spat out 

large mouthfuls of blood. 
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"Dammit, I can't let him escape!" 

"Kill, kill, kill him!" 

"Damn it, there are still immortal God treasures here. If you want to chase, then go!" 

Wan Wushuang sneered and turned to look at the immortal God treasures in the sky. 

"Wait, why is one of these immortal treasures missing?" 

At this moment, he suddenly noticed that before ye chen left, he seemed to have flickered in one 

direction. Could it be ... 

"Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!" 

Wan Wushuang flew into a rage. 'Damn it, an immortal God treasure was taken away by ye chen just like 

that.' 

This was simply a waste. 

Why couldn't that treasure be his? 

"That despicable ye chen. I'll kill him sooner or later." 

Huo Xing Chen was also very unhappy. 

…… 

At the same time. 

Ye chen had already escaped into a secret room. 

He sat cross-legged, and although he flickered quickly, he was still affected by the attack, and wounds 

appeared on his body. 

"These three guys are really ruthless." 

Ye chen closed his eyes and focused on recuperating. 

With his recovery speed, his injuries were completely healed in less than half a day. 

However, if he were to fight those three again, he would definitely die. How shocking was the power of 

three heaven's favorites working together? It would be impossible for ye chen to kill even one of them, 

let alone three. 

Not to mention killing, even defeating him would require a lot of effort. 

These people were the top ten geniuses of the first era and were even stronger than Skyblade. 

Although ye chen had cultivated the celestial sword's triple slash and his strength had increased greatly, 

he was still unable to kill such a person. 

With the three of them working together, ye chen could only flee. There was no other way. 

"Immortal God treasure!" 



Ye chen waved his hand and a divine sword flew out. It was an immortal celestial weapon. 

A divine artifact! 

It was a low grade divine weapon. 

A weapon used by Immortals and gods. 

Before he left, he even took an immortal divine weapon. 

With his movement technique, no matter how angry Huo Xing Chen and the others were, they wouldn't 

be able to catch up to him. 

"What a powerful immortal weapon!" 

Ye chen picked up the divine sword and casually swung it. He used the divine sword's third slash and a 

black sword Qi flew out. Its power was much stronger than before. 

Ye Chen's combat power had increased by quite a bit when he used the celestial weapon. 

However, he was still no match for Huo Xingchen and the other two. 

"What?" 

At this moment, three figures flew over from the distance. There was a group of black-robed young men 

chasing after them. They looked like they were all from the Shadow Realm. 

"Shadow Realm? Hehe, interesting!" 

Ye chen immediately stood up. He was just about to look for the people from the Shadow Realm. 

He naturally knew that the Shadow Realm had already put a bounty on him. The skinny old man was 

bound to kill him, so he promised a large number of immortal stones and a King-level immortal Meridian 

as a price to kill him. 

In fact, if not for the fact that the skinny old man was an immortal God and could not do anything, he 

would have done it himself. 

Whoosh, Whoosh! 

Ye Chen's figure flickered. In two flashes, he appeared in front of the three people. 

"This brother, help, help!" 

One of them shouted. 

p "Help!" 

The other two also looked at ye chen as if they were holding onto a life-saving straw. They stared at ye 

chen. 

"Hehe, don't worry. I'll save you." 

Ye chen sneered and looked at the people from the Shadow Realm. 



"Who are you? how dare you meddle in the Shadow Realm's Affairs ... Wait, you're ye chen?" 

One of the Shadow Realm's immortal kings recognized ye chen and could not help but be surprised and 

overjoyed. 

As long as they could kill ye chen, they would be able to obtain a large number of immortal stones and 

King-level immortal veins. They were all extremely envious. 

It was fine if he did not meet ye chen, but he did not expect to meet him. 

"Ye chen, your life is mine!" 

"Get lost, his life is mine!" 

"What did you just say? Ye Chen's life is mine. All of you, get lost!" 

For a moment, the people of the Shadow Realm began to fight over who ye Chen's life belonged to. 

Some even started fighting. 

The three of them were dumbfounded and tongue-tied. What exactly was ye Chen's identity that made 

the people of the Shadow Realm so excited? 

"Alright, there's no need to say who my life belongs to. You guys can go on your way in peace!" 

Ye chen said coldly. 

Bang, bang, bang, bang! 

Streams of black sword Qi instantly slashed out explosively, slashing a few Shadow Realm experts. Ah, 

ah, ah, ah! 

A few screams rang out as these people's bodies directly exploded and they died on the spot. 

"What?" 

"That's impossible!" 

"His strength is clearly only at Jia Lou's level, how can he be so strong?" 

Everyone from the Shadow Realm was almost scared to death. Their eyes were wide open, and their 

eyeballs were about to fly out. 

According to the information they had received, ye chen had only defeated Jia Luo but was not a match 

for Skyblade. 

With the strength of these people, they should be more than enough to deal with ye chen if they came 

prepared. 

However, the combat power that ye chen had displayed far exceeded the information they had 

received. He was simply freakishly strong. 

Those peerless geniuses who were comparable to Jia Lou were blown up by ye chen in one blow. 

Are you kidding me? 



"Run, run, run!" 

The people from the Shadow Realm reacted and shouted one after another. They all turned into black 

light, planning to escape from this place. 

"You want to escape? Did I let you escape?" 

Ye chen roared. Rays of black sword Qi shot out and immediately killed these people. 

All the experts of the Shadow Realm had been killed. 

"Heavens, what is your identity?" 

The three people's mouths were wide open, as if they couldn't react in time, and they were stunned. 

The strength of these heaven's pride experts was on the same level as Jia Luo. They were all respected 

figures but ye chen had easily killed them in seconds. 

Is this a joke? 

"Let me introduce myself, I'm Luo Jie, this is Luo Tong, my blood brother, and this is Jia Ying, we met on 

the road." 

Roger, one of the fat men, introduced. 

"Yes." 

Ye chen nodded slightly. He had only saved these three people in passing. 

The key was to deal with the Shadow Realm. 

Ye chen immediately led the three of them to continue exploring the secret room. 

The moment he entered one of the secret rooms. 

Shua! 

A black sword Qi flashed and aimed at ye chen from behind. 

"Hmph, I've long discovered that your identity is wrong." 

Ye chen snorted coldly. He also shot out a black sword ray, instantly tearing the black sword Qi apart. 

"What? You already knew my identity?" 

Jia Ying's mouth was wide open as he screamed in pain. He was immediately killed by the black sword 

light. 

Chapter 2435 2440-Killing Skyblade! 

"What?" 

"He's from the Shadow Realm!" 
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Luo Jie and Luo Tong immediately saw it clearly. The technique that Jia Ying was using was shockingly 

the technique of the Shadow Realm. 

They had never thought that Jia Ying was an assassin. He had been lurking around them in order to kill 

ye chen. 

It had to be said that all of this was too coincidental. 

Jia Ying was actually an assassin! 

If it were not for ye Chen's powerful strength, anyone else would have died here today. This was 

because the combat power that Jia Ying had erupted with when he launched a sneak attack was 

extremely shocking. If it were a heaven's favorite at Huo mietian's level, he would have been killed if he 

was caught off guard. 

However, this person had never expected ye Chen's strength to be so terrifying. He was even much 

stronger than Huo mietian. 

Ye Chen's current strength was very, very strong. His combat power alone could defeat Huo mie Tian 

and Skyblade, not to mention that he had an immortal divine weapon, which made his combat power 

even stronger. 

A peerless heaven's favorite like Huo Xingchen might not even be ye Chen's match in a one-on-one fight. 

This person was dreaming if he wanted to ambush ye chen. 

"Hmph, assassins from the Shadow Realm!" 

Ye chen snorted coldly, extremely dissatisfied. He had not expected an assassin to be lurking by his side. 

Of course, this was also the reason why he dared to be so confident because he had absolute strength. If 

it were others who did not have this strength, they would have long died under the assassination of the 

Shadow Realm. 

As a large realm, some of the Shadow Realm's methods were simply impossible to guard against. If they 

sent out an assassin of this level now, they might send out a peerless assassin of Huo Xingchen's level 

next time. 

Ye chen had to be careful. 

…… 

In a secret room. 

Ye chen was leading Luo Jie and Luo Tong in their adventures. 

During this period, they found a lot of celestial stones. Naturally, ye chen would not keep them for 

himself, so he gave Luo Jie and Luo Tong a lot of celestial stones. 

"Eh? That's the blood Wolf!" 

Ye Chen's eyes swept around and suddenly found many figures in front of him, fighting with the blood 

Wolves. 



The strength of these Blood Wolves was similar to the ones ye chen had encountered before. They were 

all late-stage immortal kings. However, among the blood Wolves this time, there were a few particularly 

large Blood Wolves. They were extremely powerful, equivalent to peak immortal kings. 

With such strength and a large number of Blood Wolves, many people's lives were reaped. 

"Ah!" 

"Ah!" 

"Save me, save me!" 

"No, I'm not willing to die Here ..." 

Miserable shrieks could be heard. Those people were strong, but in the face of the huge Blood Wolf, a 

peak Immortal King, they were killed in just a few strikes. Their blood essence was also devoured by the 

blood Wolf, turning into nutrients for it. 

"Roar!" 

The blood Wolves also discovered ye Chen's position and let out earth-shattering roars. One by one, 

they rushed over and pounced. 

They were really powerful. Luo Jie and Luo Tong were so scared that they closed their eyes when a 

group of late immortal kings rushed over. They were almost scared to death. 

Such a ferocious attack, in addition to the killing intent of the blood Wolves, was extremely strong. Even 

an ordinary late Immortal King wasn't a match for a single Blood Wolf, let alone so many of them. There 

were even a few giant Blood Wolves at the peak of Immortal King realm. 

"He's dead. " 

"He's dead. " 

"Dodge, quickly Dodge!" 

The surrounding people trembled in fear. Terrifying, too terrifying, especially those huge Blood Wolves. 

They were all frightened. 

When they saw ye chen standing still, many people thought that he was looking for death. 

In the face of so many Blood Wolves, he still dared to stand still. If this wasn't courting death, what was? 

This was simply asking for his life to be too long! 

Many people didn't dare to approach and could only retreat. 

"A group of evil beasts, die!" 

At this moment, ye chen spoke. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 



A black sword Qi condensed out of thin air and immediately cut a few Blood Wolves in half. Blood 

flowed like a river, and their internal organs flew out. 

Aooooo! 

One after another, the blood Wolves charged over like a whirlwind. Their speed was extremely fast, and 

their killing intent was awe-inspiring. 

"Die!" 

Ye chen roared. Countless black sword Qi burst out from his body, all of which were the power of the 

yuan Tian divine sword's fourth strike. It was enough to kill a peak Immortal King. 

Miserable shrieks were heard as those Blood Wolves were instantly killed by the sword Qi. Even those 

Blood Wolves at the peak of the immortal King realm were killed. 

The others were flabbergasted and dumbfounded. None of them could believe it. Ye Chen's combat 

power was simply too strong. It had simply exceeded their imagination. 

Even a heaven's pride expert like Huo Xing Chen could only barely reach this level of fighting strength. 

Could this person also be one of the top ten geniuses of the first era? 

Everyone was thinking. 

Most of them had never seen ye chen in action. 

"Ye chen!" 

At this moment, a loud roar was heard. 

Two figures flew over rapidly. 

The speed was extremely fast. 

They were Huo mie Tian and Skyblade. 

"You came just in time." 

Ye chen turned around."Whoosh, whoosh," a few black sword Qi shot out. 

The black sword Qi was much faster than Huo mie Tian and Skyblade's flying speed. They almost caught 

up with them. The two men's expressions changed. They roared and exploded their Qi, shattering the 

black sword Qi. 

"Eh? His combat strength has increased. " 

Ye chen immediately noticed that these two people's strength had increased by a notch. 

No wonder he had the confidence to come knocking. 

"Ye chen, just accept your death obediently. We've had a fortuitous encounter and our strength has 

increased by a large margin. You're dead!" 

Skyblade said coldly. 



"Oh? Is that so?" 

However, ye chen could not be bothered to waste his breath on them. 

The divine sword's third slash, the second slash. 

Ye chen decisively activated the second slash. 

Then, a divine sword appeared in his hand. The divine sword trembled madly, and a terrifying power 

burst out from it. 

Two black sword Qi burst out, as if it was going to split the world in two. 

"What? An immortal divine weapon?" 

Seeing the divine sword in ye Chen's hand, Huo mietian's expression changed drastically. He 

immediately felt that something was wrong. 

"Block it! Block it!" 

"Let's attack together!" 

Skyblade howled crazily as he activated all of the immortal energy in his body to form a saber flare in an 

attempt to block this sword. 

Huo mietian also used all his strength to form a giant flaming palm and slapped it over. 

BOOM! 

Their bodies trembled violently and they spat out large mouthfuls of blood. Their eyes were filled with 

disbelief. Then, like two cannonballs, they were sent flying backward for hundreds of thousands of feet. 

"No, no!" 

"This is impossible!" 

"No, you can't kill me. I'm a peerless genius of the Shadow Realm!" 

"No..." 

In their despairing eyes, two black sword Qi burst out and cut their bodies in half. 

Chapter 2436 2441-Immortal Steps! 

What? 

Tian Dao and Huo mie Tian, the two great heavenly prides, had been killed by ye chen? 

Those present who did not Know ye chen were all shocked beyond words, thinking that they had seen 

wrongly. 

How was that possible? 

Skyblade and Huo mietian's combined combat strength was extremely terrifying. They could probably 

sweep away all the people present. 
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However, no one had expected that not only did Skyblade and his partner fail to kill ye chen, but they 

had also lost their lives. 

Did this not mean that ye Chen's combat power was so terrifying that he could easily kill them? 

"Terrifying." 

"Which realm is this person from? his battle prowess is so terrifying?" 

"That's amazing!" 

The crowd could not help but gasp in awe of ye chen. 

Ye Chen's combat strength had shocked and terrified them. If ye chen wanted to kill them, they were 

afraid that even if they all worked together, they would not be able to stop him. 

Ye chen waved his hand and two storage rings turned into a stream of light and flew out of thin air. They 

were Skyblade and Huo mietian's storage rings. 

After killing these two, ye chen would naturally not let go of the treasures they had. 

Since the other party wanted to kill him, he had to be prepared for this outcome. 

"So many immortal stones." 

Ye chen opened the storage ring and was immediately overjoyed. 

With so many immortal stones, he could definitely cultivate to the intermediate Immortal King realm. 

With the addition of the immortal stones he had obtained from his previous exploration, it could be said 

that he was confident in breaking through to the intermediate Immortal King realm. 

"Sure enough, killing people and snatching their treasures is the fastest way to get money." 

Ye chen could not help but sigh. 

If he had to explore by himself, it would have taken him at least a few months to get so many immortal 

stones. 

By that time, the myriad world mystery realm would have already closed. 

The efficiency of killing people and snatching their treasures for immortal stones was much higher than 

what he could find by himself. 

Of course, ye chen would not kill for the sake of celestial stones. Only people like Skyblade and Huo mie 

Tian who had provoked him would be killed by him for his treasures. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

Right at this moment, one figure after another descended from the sky, plummeting down. 

One of them was covered in flames and had a terrifying aura. It was Huo chiyan. 

The group of figures behind him were all dressed in black robes and each of them had powerful auras. 

Even the weakest one was a late-stage Immortal King. 



"Eh? Huo chiyan, you actually still dare to come to me?" 

Ye Chen's eyes swept across the room as he said coldly. 

He had repelled Huo chiyan before and then encountered the fire star, so he didn't care about Huo 

chiyan. But he didn't expect that Huo chiyan would dare to come to him. 

"Damn you, ye chen. Don't be so smug. I've brought so many experts from the Shadow Realm today. 

You're dead for sure!" 

Huo chiyan sneered, as if he was very confident in the Shadow Realm experts behind him. 

In fact, these experts of the Shadow Realm were all very powerful. The weakest among them was a late-

stage Immortal King. Among them, there was even a heaven blade expert. 

He believed that with his strength and so many experts, ye chen would die without a doubt. 

"Oh? Is that so?" 

Ye chen smiled and was about to make a move. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Right at this moment, heaven and earth began to tremble violently. 

"What's going on?" 

"Could it be that the legendary ladder of immortality is about to appear?" 

"Oh my God, it's really time. Let's go, let's go, let's quickly find the ladder of immortality!" 

The crowd immediately roared and turned into a stream of light, flying away at high speed. 

Ye Chen's heart skipped a beat. The ladder of immortality was a ladder that would appear at a fixed time 

after the opening of the myriad world mystery realm. 

If they could reach the upper levels of the staircase, they would be able to obtain the great fortune 

bestowed by the myriad world secret realm. In the future, it would be smooth sailing, and it would not 

be difficult for them to soar up in their cultivation path. 

The more steps one took, the more fate one would obtain. 

Legend had it that any heaven's favorite who managed to pass the 8000th level would become an 

immortal as long as they did not die in the future. 

"The ladder of immortality?" 

Huo chiyan was also shocked. Since the ladder of immortality had been activated, he did not want to kill 

ye chen anymore. His body turned into a flame and flew away quickly. 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered as he watched Huo chiyan leave. He did not make a move but instead looked at 

the people from the Shadow Realm. 



If the people of the Shadow Realm killed ye chen, they would get fifty billion immortal stones and a 

King-grade immortal Meridian. Therefore, even if they did not have to find the ladder of immortality, 

they had to kill ye chen. 

"Do it!" 

"Kill!" 

"Kill him!" 

"Kill!" Everyone roared. In an instant, countless black lights turned into black light pillars that swept over 

and exploded the space. 

The combined attack of so many people was so powerful that even a heaven's pride expert like Huo 

mietian would be killed in one move. 

However, ye chen was much more powerful than Huo mietian. 

"Divine sword's third slash, second slash!" 

Ye chen shouted angrily. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

Streaks of black sword Qi instantly tore through the space and shot forward like lightning. 

With a series of explosions, all the attacks of the people from the Shadow Realm were defeated. 

Instead, they were faced with countless black sword Qi. 

"Not good! Block it! Block it!" 

"Block it!" 

Everyone from the Shadow Realm, the peerless heaven's favorite who was the leader and had the 

strength equivalent to Tian Dao, shouted in shock. 

How could that be possible? 

Their combined attack was actually destroyed by ye chen? 

Are you kidding me? 

"I'll add something more for you!" 

Ye chen sneered and waved his hand. 

Black sword Qi instantly condensed in the air. It was the first strike of the divine sword's three slashes. 

To the people from the Shadow Realm, it was a great threat. 

Ah, ah, ah, ah! 

Screams were heard one after another. Immediately, a few experts from the Shadow Realm were cut by 

the black sword Qi. Their bodies were split into two and they died on the spot. 



Only the expert who was as strong as Skyblade roared. His body glowed with black light and he managed 

to block the black sword Qi. 

However, the huge black sword Qi was still coming for them. 

"No, ye chen. I won't let you go even if I become a ghost." 

"No!" 

"Ah, ah!" 

The heaven's favorite screamed as he was crushed by the black sword Qi and died on the spot. 

At this point, all the geniuses of the Shadow Realm had been killed by ye chen. 

"Let's go to the ladder of immortality and take a look!" 

Ye chen immediately turned into a stream of light and flew in the direction where Huo chiyan had 

disappeared. 

With his speed, he flew for about an hour before he finally saw a huge flight of stairs in front of him. 

This flight of stairs was hundreds of billions of kilometers long. It was too huge. 

There were 10000 steps on the stairs. 

This wasn't like the immortal God's stairway. This was the immortal steps, left behind by existences that 

had surpassed the immortal God. 

It was several times more magnificent than the immortal God's stairway. 

"Huo Xing Chen, mo Luo, Wan Wushuang, Huo Chi Yan ..." 

Ye chen looked over and immediately saw many familiar figures. They were all his enemies. 

These people were all his enemies. 

Moreover, they were all peerless geniuses among peerless geniuses. 

"Ye chen?" 

Chapter 2437 2442-Master! 

"Ye chen, it's you!" 

"Damn it, ye chen, you still dare to show up?" 

Huo Xing Chen roared. 

Mo Luo and the others looked over at the same time, their eyes locked on ye chen. 

"Ye chen, why do you still dare to appear? are you tired of living?" 

Mo Luo took a step in ye Chen's direction, a mocking smile on his face. 
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Previously, the three of them had joined forces to beat ye chen until he had to flee. That was why they 

were so confident. 

"Three pieces of trash. They can only rely on joining forces to deal with me, an early Immortal King, and 

yet they're still so smug. What a joke!" 

Ye chen sneered. 

The expressions of mo Luo and the other two changed drastically. The three of them were all at the peak 

of the immortal King realm and were peerless geniuses among peerless geniuses, almost invincible. 

However, they wanted the three of them to join forces to deal with ye chen, an early Immortal King. If 

word of this got out, it would be a joke. 

Three heaven's favorites joining forces to deal with one person. If this news spread, it would be enough 

to make people laugh their heads off. 

They were all influential figures, super heaven's favorites. If others knew about this, where would their 

face go? 

"Ye chen, don't you slander me. Come and fight me if you have the guts!" 

Mo Luo shouted. 

"Sure, come and fight me alone, do you dare?" 

Ye chen sneered and took a step in mo Luo's direction, his killing intent soaring. 

"You ..." 

Mo Luo was speechless. He had fought with ye chen before and knew how strong ye Chen's combat 

power was. If he were to fight ye chen alone, he was not confident that he could defeat ye chen. 

"Hmph, I can't be bothered with you. After you finish climbing the immortal stairs, it will be the time of 

your death!" 

Mo Luo said coldly, before turning to look at the staircase of immortality. 

At this moment, everyone's attention was basically on the ladder of immortality. 

The ladder of immortality! 

If they could enter the upper echelons, they would be able to obtain the huge amount of fate left behind 

by the immortal staircase. It was not impossible for them to advance to the immortal God Realm in the 

future, and the possibility was very high. 

If he could reach the 8000th level, or even the higher level of Immortals and gods, or even the higher 

level of the legends ... 

That was not impossible! 

The realm after the immortal God Realm. 

Just thinking about it made everyone go crazy. They were extremely excited and excited. 



"Hmph, I'll trample first!" 

Mo Luo snorted coldly, his body flashing as he turned into a dark storm, madly sweeping in all 

directions. Some of the experts "expressions changed, and they retreated. 

Mo Luo's overbearing attitude made them furious, but they didn't dare to say anything, because mo Luo 

was much stronger than them. 

The people present were basically at Skyblade's level. Compared to mo Luo, the difference was too 

great. 

"The 1000th step!" 

"Mo Luo's strength is so strong. I didn't expect him to reach the 1000th step so quickly." 

"That's right, mo Luo's strength is too strong, he's at the peak of our group." 

It had to be said that mo Luo's strength was indeed very strong. As an existence ranked seventh in the 

Shadow Realm's first era, he did have the capital to be arrogant. 

In just a few minutes, he had stepped onto the thousandth step. During this period, he kept sprinting 

forward, ignoring the pressure on the steps. 

"Eh? No, I have a bad feeling about this ..." 

However, at this moment, Huo Xing Chen's and Wan Wushuang's hearts started beating rapidly. 

For some reason, they had a bad feeling. 

"Ah, ah!" 

Right at this moment, a series of agonizing cries burst out from the crowd. 

A huge figure was waving his Iron Fists and taking their lives. Everyone present was a genius, but in front 

of this figure, they couldn't even fight back. 

It was a tall young man with bare breasts. The aura on his body was as terrifying as a prehistoric beast. 

Every punch he threw could kill a heaven's favorite. 

His strength was even more terrifying. The heaven's favorites here were all very powerful. However, 

compared to the tall young man, they were like ants. 

With each punch, a heaven's favorite would scream and die on the spot. 

Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

One by one, the tall young man was surrounded. Each of them was extremely powerful, no weaker than 

Huo chiyan. 

"Kill!" 

The tall young man growled and threw another punch. The dazzling fist radiance was like a star. With a 

loud bang, one of the figures was blown away. 



Boom, boom, boom, boom! 

With each punch, a figure would be sent flying and killed on the spot. 

Soon, these figures that were comparable to Huo chiyan were killed by the tall youth. 

"How is that possible?" 

Someone shouted in shock. 

Are you kidding me? 

Those figures were all top heaven's pride experts comparable to Huo chiyan, but they were killed just 

like that? 

Was this tall young man really that strong? 

What was his identity? he actually dared to kill so many heaven's favorites in front of everyone. Wasn't 

he afraid of the other worlds taking revenge? 

"Dammit, you evil beast, I'm going to kill you!" 

BOOM! 

An expert at Wan Wushuang's level, who was comparable to the fire star World, had made his move. 

A huge bright sword Qi, which was so bright that it could almost reform people, flew over in an instant 

and was about to cut the tall youth in half. 

The power of this sword was extremely terrifying. Ordinary peak-stage immortal kings would be killed 

instantly if they were touched by it. 

Even a dozen peak Immortal King experts weren't a match for this man. 

One could see how strong this person was. 

But the next moment, everyone's eyes almost popped out. 

Because they saw that the tall young man actually stood in the same place without moving. He did not 

Dodge or move. He just withstood the bright sword Qi and then continued to rush into the crowd. 

"Ye chen!" 

At this moment, the tall young man saw ye chen. 

"Not good." 

Ye Chen's heart skipped a beat. This tall young man's strength was terrifying to the extreme. Even an 

expert like Huo Xingchen could not defeat this man, let alone this man. 

His current combat strength was not a match for the tall youth. 

"It's over. That tall youth has his eyes on him. " 



"You're dead, ye chen. You're dead. I didn't think you'd dare to offend such a powerful person. You 

really don't know what's good for you. " 

"Hahaha, I didn't expect you to die without us doing anything!" 

Huo Xing Chen and the others burst out laughing. 

They did not expect ye chen to die without them doing anything. 

In any case, as long as they went out and said that they were the ones who killed ye chen, it would be 

fine. 

As for how ye chen had died ... 

It was fine as long as he was dead. 

"Ye chen!" 

The tall young man roared and his body shot forward like a cannonball. 

Just as ye chen thought that the other party was about to attack him ... 

The tall young man suddenly stopped. 

"Master!" 

The tall young man bowed and said. 

Silence. 

The space was silent. 

Everyone was petrified. Their mouths were wide open as they looked at this scene in shock. 

Chapter 2438 The Heavenly Mandate Selection! 

How was that possible? 

This tall young man was actually calling ye chen master? 

Everyone present was petrified. Their mouths were wide open and their faces were filled with disbelief. 

They looked at ye chen and the tall young man kneeling on the ground in a daze. They were simply 

dumbfounded. 

They had never expected such a thing to happen. 

Many people couldn't react for a while. They were stunned on the spot, thinking that they had seen 

wrong. 

More people were petrified. 

They were all stunned. 

The space was silent. 
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There was only silence. 

Immediately, when they reacted, there was an endless uproar. 

"Heavens!" 

"That tall young man called that person master?" 

"Did I see it wrong? he knelt down?" 

The crowd let out a roar of shock. They were all so scared that they almost peed their pants. 

They had all witnessed how strong the tall young man was. It was unparalleled. Even a peerless genius at 

the peak of the immortal King realm couldn't stop him. Even the Supreme prodigy from the light world 

was helpless against the tall youth. 

One could see how freakish the tall young man's strength was. 

However, this tall young man had actually called ye chen master. 

What was ye Chen's background? 

This was too abnormal. 

"So that's how it is." 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered. He suddenly recalled that in the immortal God's inheritance he had obtained, 

there was a puppet-making method. That method was very similar to the puppet in front of him. 

It seemed that this puppet was left behind by the immortal God to protect the inheritor. 

It had to be said that the immortal God was really thoughtful. 

The puppet's strength also surprised ye chen. With this puppet, his combat strength would soar! 

"BOOM!" 

At this time, mo Luo had already reached the 8000th step. 

The pressure there was as deep as the ocean, unfathomable. Even mo Luo couldn't take a step forward. 

The dark light on his body flickered madly as he tried to take a step. 

But it was useless. 

The terrifying pressure was like a tidal wave, crazily attacking. With a scream, mo Luo was directly sent 

flying by the pressure. 

Mo Luo, a super genius of the shadow Step, stopped at the 8000th step. 

Of course, he had also obtained a huge amount of fate energy. The moment he stepped onto the 8000th 

level, a wave of heavenly fate energy descended, causing his entire body to be filled with the light of 

fate energy. 

It could be said that as long as he didn't die, he would definitely become an immortal God in the future, 

and even a powerhouse among Immortals and gods. 



"I'll join you too!" 

"I'll try!" 

"Let's see how many levels I can reach. " 

Everyone stepped forward and turned into a stream of light, flying to the steps of immortality, wanting 

to climb higher. 

However, the vast majority of people could only stop at the 4000th or 5000th step. Very few people 

could reach the 6000th step and above. 

Anyone who could step into the 6000th step and above was a heaven's favorite at the level of Huo 

chiyan, who was very powerful. 

However, this also showed that there were many geniuses present. It must be known that those who 

could reach the 4000th or 5000th level would obtain a huge amount of luck. In the future, becoming an 

immortal or God would be a piece of cake. However, it was far inferior to the 8000th level, where one 

could step into the upper levels of the immortal or God Realm. 

Those who could reach the 4000 - 5000 steps were all heaven's favorites at Huo mietian's level. It was 

obvious how many heaven's favorites there were. 

Basically, they were all heaven's favorites at Huo mietian's level. 

There were as many heaven's favorites as there were hairs on an ox. 

Among them, Huo Xing Chen, mo Luo, Wan Wushuang, and the others were the most dazzling. They 

could actually step into the 8000th level, leaving the others far behind. 

8,000 levels! 

The luck they obtained was more than double that of others. 

It could be said that as long as they did not die, they would definitely become the strongest among the 

immortals and gods in the future. It was even possible for them to reach the realm beyond the immortal 

and God Realm. 

"Look, ye Chen's about to go on stage." 

Someone shouted. 

"Ye Chen's going up. Look, I'd like to see how many levels he can cross." 

The crowd roared. 

Previously, ye chen must have been extraordinary since the tall young man had called him master. 

In addition, Huo Xingchen and the others were eyeing ye chen covetously. This person must be 

extraordinary. 

Therefore, everyone felt that ye chen could reach the six-thousandth step. 

" 6000 steps, huh?" 



Ye chen smiled when he heard the crowd's discussion. His body turned into a stream of light and flew 

toward the immortal stairs. 

BOOM! 

The moment he arrived at the immortal stairs, a wave of pressure came crushing down. It was twice as 

difficult as the immortal stairs. 

This was only the first floor. No one could stand on the first floor except for the immortal King experts. 

"Charge!" 

Ye chen roared and his figure shot upward at high speed. With his speed, he could cross ten steps in a 

second. 

One had to admit that the pressure here was really huge. 

Even with ye Chen's speed, it took him an hour to reach the six-thousandth step. 

"Look, he's going to stop at the 6000th step." 

Someone said in a low voice. 

"Not necessarily. I think he still has energy left." 

Someone said. 

"Quickly look, he's moving again!" 

Someone suddenly shouted in shock. 

What? 

Everyone was shocked. They did not expect ye chen to move again. Logically speaking, it was already a 

miracle that ye chen could reach the six thousand steps. After all, his cultivation base was only at the 

early Immortal King realm. 

Could an early Immortal King step into a higher level? 

"Heavens ..." 

When ye chen reached the eight-thousandth step, everyone was stunned and petrified. 

To be honest, they had seen too many miracles from ye chen. 

Therefore, they were numb to it. 

Eight thousand five hundred steps ... Nine thousand steps ... 

Soon, ye chen had endured the pressure and arrived at the last level, which was the ten thousand levels. 

Buzzzzzz! 

When ye chen reached the 10000th level, a vast force descended and gave ye chen an enormous 

fortune. 



Everyone felt that this luck was twice as terrifying as mo Luo, Huo Xing Chen, and Wan Wushuang's 

combined luck. 

The destiny that was destined to be able to reach the realm after the immortal God! 

This was the highest fate of the stairway of immortality! 

"What?" 

"What's going on?" 

"Why do I feel like something is wrong?" 

However, at this time, someone had an ominous premonition. 

Sure enough. 

The next moment. 

Buzzzzzz! 

A huge light shield enveloped everyone. 

"What's going on?" 

Everyone was dumbfounded. 

"Not good! Could this be the legendary cage battle of life and death?" 

Huo Xing Chen, Wan Wushuang, mo Luo, and the others recognized the light shield. Their faces turned 

ugly as if they had just eaten a dead fly. 

"Life and death arena? What is that?" 

Someone asked with a dumbfounded expression. 

Many people had never heard of this caged battle of life and death. 

Most of them only knew that the immortal staircase could bring luck, but they didn't understand the 

deeper things about it. 

"Simply put, only one of us can go out ..." 

Chapter 2439 The Puppet's Terrifying Combat Strength! 

"Simply put, only one of us can get out of here alive ..." 

Huo Xing Chen's face became extremely unsightly as he said in a low voice. 

At the same time, mo Luo and Wan Wushuang's faces turned extremely ugly. 

They naturally knew what this light barrier represented. This was a rare phenomenon that had occurred 

on the immortal stairs for hundreds of millions of years. It was known as the heavenly mandate 

selection. 
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There were so many heaven's favorites here, but only one of them could go out. The one who was 

selected in the end would definitely be the most talented among the heaven's favorites. His talent 

would be terrifying. 

Such a phenomenon, logically speaking, would only happen once in a few hundred times. Who would 

have thought that they would encounter it. 

The crucial point was that this batch didn't have any heaven's pride experts that were strong enough to 

sweep away the others. For example, heaven's pride experts like Huo Xingchen, mo Luo, and Wan 

Wushuang, their strength was almost the same, and it would be difficult to kill them. 

If that was the case, how were they going to fight? 

They could only join forces! 

"Let's work together and kill the others first. We'll take their fate and then deal with that bastard ye 

chen!" 

Wan Wushuang roared in a low voice. 

With their strength, if they were to fight each other, it would be impossible to determine the winner. In 

that case, it would be better to join forces to kill the others and seize their fate. This way, their chances 

of killing ye chen would be much higher. 

They did not care about ye chen alone. After all, when the three of them joined forces, they were 

invincible. However, the tall young man next to ye chen made their expressions change. 

With the tall young man around, they had to join forces and seize the others 'fate first before dealing 

with ye chen. This way, they would have a higher chance of winning. 

"Kill!" 

Huo Xing Chen let out a loud roar, and a huge flaming palm, like a star, smacked towards the crowd. Ah, 

ah, ah! 

A series of screams resounded through the air. Immediately, more than a dozen heaven's favorites were 

killed. 

Their luck turned into beams of light and flew into Huo Xing Chen. 

The aura of the fire star sphere became stronger. 

Within this light barrier, the more fate energy one had, the greater the increase in strength. 

That was why he had to make the first move to kill everyone and seize the fate energy to increase his 

own strength. 

"Kill!" 

"Kill them all!" 

Mo Luo and Wan Wushuang roared and used all sorts of methods to burst out with powerful attacks, 

slaughtering everyone. 



Most of them were at Huo mietian's level. They were caught off guard, and dozens of heaven's favorites 

were killed in an instant. Even if they reacted, they were no match for mo Luo and Wan Wushuang. 

Just mo Luo alone required them to work together to fight against him, let alone Wan Wushuang. Killing 

them would be a piece of cake. 

It didn't take long for more than half of them to die. 

"Not good! This is the legendary heavenly mandate selection!" 

At this moment, someone recognized the heavenly mandate selection and shouted in disbelief. 

"No wonder Huo Xing Chen and the others attacked us first. Kill, kill the three of them!" 

"I don't believe we can't kill them if we work together!" 

Everyone roared. Boom, boom, boom, boom! 

Powerful Qi rose up and burst out. Many of them were no weaker than Huo chiyan. They joined hands 

and burst out a dazzling light pillar, blocking the attack of Huo Xingchen and the other two. 

"Damn it!" 

Wan Wushuang shouted in anger. He didn't expect these people to be so strong. They were able to stop 

the three of them by joining hands. 

"Hmph, go to hell!" 

At this moment, Huo Xingchen snorted and a talisman appeared in his hand. 

"Not good, it's an immortal God talisman!" 

Everyone's expression changed drastically. 

They had never expected that Huo Xingchen would be willing to use an immortal God talisman to deal 

with them. This was an immortal God talisman, a treasure that even Immortals and gods would covet. 

It contained the full power of an immortal God. 

At a critical moment, it was more than enough to deal with an immortal God and kill him. 

"Kill!" 

BOOM! 

A fire Shadow burst out from behind Huo Xing Chen like a fire god. The fire god said coldly, and then a 

huge fire palm, millions of feet long, fell from the sky. 

"Ah!" 

Countless screams interweaved in an instant. In the face of this giant flame palm, everyone's joint 

efforts were laughable. Hundreds of heaven's favorites were killed in an instant. 

After so many heaven's favorites were killed, they were no match for Huo Xing Chen and the other two. 

They were all killed in an instant. 



"Ye chen!" 

Huo Xingchen turned around and saw that ye Chen's face was cold as he looked at them. 

"Fight!" 

"Kill ye chen!" 

"I don't believe that the three of us can't deal with him together!" 

"Die!" Mo Luo roared. Black pillars of light exploded from his hand, tearing through space and hurling 

toward ye chen. 

Huo Xingchen also made his move. A huge flame palm burst out like ancient mountains, pushing 

forward. 

As for Wan Wushuang, countless runes burst out and formed illusionary images of various weapons. 

They fell like rain. 

The three attacks were extremely ferocious. 

If it were any other peak Immortal King expert, it would be impossible for them to withstand so many 

attacks. Even the top five experts of the first era might not be able to withstand them. 

Only the top three experts who had entered the third stage of the immortal King realm would be able to 

block it. 

The strength of those people was already comparable to a first-stage immortal God. 

Huo Xingchen and the other two did not believe that ye chen could still block such a fierce attack. 

Ye chen was dead for sure. 

"Kill them all. Let me see just how powerful the golems left behind by the immortals and gods are." 

Ye chen did not make a move. Instead, he looked at the tall young man beside him and a cold smile 

appeared on his lips. 

BOOM! 

The tall young man turned into a beam of light and shot out like a cannonball, punching into the sky. 

BOOM! 

The entire space collapsed violently, and countless rumbles burst out. The entire space seemed to have 

been punched through. A light pillar formed by the fist power rushed out and directly blew up the three 

attacks. 

"What?" 

"How is that possible?" 

"That's impossible!" 

"How can he be so strong?" 



Huo Xing Chen and the other two were dumbfounded once again. 

The combined attack of the three of them, which was enough to kill the fourth-ranked master, was 

actually blocked by the tall youth. 

Didn't that mean that this tall young man's strength was already equivalent to the top three experts of 

the first era? 

It was an existence that suppressed the first era. 

Are you kidding me? 

How could he be so strong? 

"So strong!" 

Ye chen was also overjoyed. He did not expect the puppet to be so powerful that it could withstand the 

combined attack of three people. 

That fist ray was simply terrifying to the extreme. If ye chen were to receive it, he would probably die. 

It had to be said that the puppets left behind by the immortal God were truly powerful. 

Chapter 2440 Immortal God Talisman! 

This kind of strength was probably comparable to an ordinary first-stage immortal God. 

Ordinary first-level immortal God experts were only at this level. 

To be able to withstand the combined attack of the three, he had definitely reached the first-stage 

immortal God Realm. 

Of course, an ordinary first-level immortal God would have an immortal Dao domain, which was indeed 

very powerful. However, the tall young man's power was too strong. He could break all techniques with 

his strength. If he were to fight, he was indeed equivalent to a first-level immortal God. 

Otherwise, he wouldn't have been able to withstand the combined attack of the three heaven's 

favorites. 

One must know that each of these three heaven's favorites was a peerless heaven's favorite that 

suppressed the ancient times. In the future, they were destined to become Immortals and gods, or even 

higher heaven's favorites. 

When the three of them joined forces, how astonishing was their power? 

The combined power of the three of them was probably equivalent to a first-level immortal God, but 

they were blocked by the tall youth. 

It had to be said that the tall young man's strength was so powerful that it was abnormal. 

It was just a puppet, yet it actually had such powerful strength. 
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The tall young man's strength had already reached the first-stage immortal God Realm, so one could 

imagine how freakish he was. One should know that even the weakest first-stage immortal God Realm 

expert would be able to slaughter an Immortal King. It would be a massacre. 

One could see how strong the tall youth was. 

"That's impossible. You, how did you manage to block our attacks?" 

Huo Xing Chen let out a roar of disbelief. 

Who could withstand the combined attack of the three of them except for a first-level immortal God? 

However, the problem was that the tall young man had really blocked their joint attack. 

This was simply unbelievable! 

"Nothing is impossible. Kill, puppets, go, kill the three of them!" 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed coldly as he ordered the tall young man. 

Huo Xingchen and the other two had repeatedly tried to kill him and oppose him. Now, these three 

people wanted to kill him and absorb his fate. Whoever obtained ye Chen's fate would be invincible. 

Therefore, ye chen had to kill these three people. 

Ye Chen's killing intent toward these three people had reached an extreme. 

"Kill!" 

The tall young man naturally obeyed ye Chen's order. With a low growl, he seemed to transform into a 

beam of Starlight and suddenly burst out. With a loud boom, he rushed out and punched at Huo 

Xingchen and the other two. 

BOOM! 

With a punch, the entire space trembled violently, and collapsed just like before. Then, the middle was 

pierced through, forming a white light pillar, which was earth-shaking and had the power to destroy the 

world, and blasted towards Huo Xing Chen and the other two. 

The power of a first-level immortal God Realm was already unbearable for the space of the myriad 

realms Mystery Land. 

The entire space trembled and exploded. The area within hundreds of thousands of kilometers was 

blown up, revealing countless voids, showing the invincible might of this punch. 

It felt like ye chen was fighting in the outside world. 

However, the space here was much tougher than the outside world. 

The tall youth's punch was too powerful. 

"Not good! Block it! Block it!" 

"Let's attack together! Ten thousand divine weapons!" 



"Dark Divine weapon!" 

"Divine Inferno weapon!" 

Finally, Huo Xing Chen and the other two couldn't stand such a terrifying fist force anymore. Weapons 

appeared out of thin air in front of them one by one, exuding a terrifying pressure. 

These weapons were all immortal divine weapons. 

In other words, it was a divine artifact. 

Even though they were only low-quality divine artifacts, they were still able to provide massive boosts to 

their combat power. 

This was because ye chen was only an early-stage Immortal King and had not mastered a law, so the 

boost from using a divine artifact was not much. However, the three of them were different. They were 

all powerhouses who were immersed in law. Using a divine artifact would greatly increase their power. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Three pillars of light shot up into the sky. They were black, red, and white. 

The three light pillars fiercely charged at the fist print. With a boom, an earth-shattering boom shook 

the space within a radius of several million kilometers. 

Some people outside the light shield flew over and watched the battle between the tall young man and 

the three people in shock. 

"Not good!" 

However, at this time, Wan Wushuang let out an extremely shocked roar. 

He suddenly realized that their attacks were still being suppressed by the tall young man's fist. 

Pfft, pfft, pfft! 

The three attacks were directly shattered. 

The three beams of light shattered in front of the dazzling fist radiance. Then, the three of them faced 

the fist. 

"Dammit, block it! Block it!" 

"Block it!" 

"Attack! Attack with all your strength! Don't hide anymore! Attack quickly!" 

The three of them shouted. 

This is dangerous! 

In the face of the tall youth's punch, they felt a deep fear and a sense of horror. A terrifying pressure 

enveloped their hearts, as if it could crush them into meat paste at any time. 

BOOM! 



 With an earth-shaking roar, the three of them once again launched three light pillars together. This 

time, they finally blocked and destroyed the fist light. 

"I've finally blocked it. " 

Huo Xing Chen's face was extremely ugly. 

"Dammit, hurry up and attack! He's going to attack again!" 

However, at this moment, Wan Wushuang was almost scared out of his wits as he shouted. 

BOOM! 

Heaven and earth trembled violently, and space collapsed. A hole was punched through the middle. 

Another dazzling fist radiance formed a white light pillar. The entire void shook violently, and the entire 

void collapsed. Then, it was destroyed instantly. 

The power of this punch was even stronger than before. 

"Block it! Block it!" 

"Not good, hurry up and attack!" 

"Damn it, attack!" 

Huo Xing Chen and the other two roared. The three divine weapons once again burst out with a 

powerful force. The light was incomparably dazzling. Three light pillars shot up into the sky and collided 

with the fist light. 

However, the next moment. 

The fist radiance crushed the three light pillars into pieces in an instant. Then, it fell down like an endless 

number of stars. 

Ah, ah, ah! 

Three blood-curdling screeches resounded in the sky. Although Huo Xing Chen and the other two had 

taken out their divine weapons in time to block the attack, they were still struck by the attack. Their 

bodies trembled violently, and they spat out a mouthful of blood. Like kites with their strings cut, they 

were sent flying back for millions of meters. 

He was defeated. 

The three of them were no match for the tall youth even when they joined forces. 

It was too terrifying. 

The tall youth's strength was simply terrifying to an inconceivable degree. Each punch was fiercer than 

the last. 

Ye Chen's eyes brightened when he saw this from a distance. He had picked up a treasure. 

This tall young man's strength should be around the second-stage immortal God Realm. 



Although he was not as good as the skinny old man from the Shadow Realm, if the skinny old man 

attacked again, the tall young man could protect ye chen with his ability. 

After all, the difference in strength wasn't that big. 

"Damn it, ye chen, I won't let you off!" 

At this moment, the fire star turned into a ball of fire and planned to escape. 

Another talisman appeared in his hand. 

 


